Inlays

Longrifle inlays, often placed ahead of lock panels:
- #In-Kent-1-B Kentland's Curl, brass only $0.85
- #In-Kent-1-S Kentland's Curl, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Acorn-1-B Vincent's Acorn, brass only $0.85
- #In-Acorn-1-S Vincent's Acorn, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Acorn-4-B Acorn inlay, brass only $0.85
- #In-Acorn-4-S Acorn inlay, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Panel-B Panel inlay, brass only $0.85
- #In-Panel-S Panel inlay, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Moon-1-B Moon, medium, brass only $0.85
- #In-Moon-1-S Moon, medium, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Panel-B Panel inlay, brass only $0.85
- #In-Panel-S Panel inlay, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Moon-1-B Moon, medium, brass only $0.85
- #In-Moon-1-S Moon, medium, nickel only $1.10

Diamond Inlays, Brass or Silver:
- #In-Dia-1-B Diamond, brass only $0.85
- #In-Dia-1-S Diamond, nickel only $1.10
- #In-star-5-B Large Hunter's Star, brass only $1.59
- #In-star-5-S Large Hunter's Star, nickel only $1.79

Hunter's Star Cheek Inlay, for Longrifles:
- #In-Star-4-B Eight Point Star, solid, brass only $1.10
- #In-Star-4-S Eight Point Star, solid, nickel only $1.59
- #In-Star-4X-B Eight Point Star, open, brass only $1.29
- #In-Star-4X-S Eight Point Star, open, nickel only $1.79
- #In-Star-7-B Pin Wheel star, brass only $0.85
- #In-Star-7-S Pin Wheel star, nickel only $1.10

Open Oval Frame, for Hunter's Star Cheek Inlay:
This inlay may be installed alone, surrounding our #In-Star-5 as shown, or surrounding our #In-Oval-5 oval inlay, shown at left.
- #In-Oval-5X Oval Frame for Star, brass only $1.79
- #In-Oval-5X-S Oval Frame for Star, nickel only $1.99

Inlays, Cheek, Thumbpiece & Triggerguard Extensions:
- #In-Moon-2-B Man-in-the-Moon, brass only $1.49
- #In-Moon-2-S Man-in-the-Moon, nickel only $1.99
- #In-Eagle-2-B Two Headed Eagle, brass only $0.85
- #In-Eagle-2-S Two Headed Eagle, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Head-1-B Rupp's Indian Head, brass only $1.00
- #In-Head-1-S Rupp's Indian Head, nickel only $1.29
- #In-Head-1-B Rupp's Indian Head, brass only $1.00
- #In-Head-1-S Rupp's Indian Head, nickel only $1.29

Large Oval Cheek Inlay, for Longrifle:
- #In-Oval-6-B Rupp's Cheek Oval, brass only $1.79
- #In-Oval-6-S Rupp's Cheek Oval, nickel only $1.99
- #In-Oval-5-B Rupp's Cheek Oval, brass only $1.79
- #In-Oval-5-S Rupp's Cheek Oval, nickel only $1.99

Hunter's Star Inlays, for Longrifle forends:
- #In-Star-6-B Small Square Star, brass only $0.85
- #In-Star-6-S Small Square Star, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Star-3-B Eight Point Star, tiny, brass only $0.85
- #In-Star-3-S Eight Point Star, tiny, nickel only $1.10
- #In-Star-2-B Rounded Square Star, brass only $0.85
- #In-Star-2-S Rounded Square Star, nickel only $1.10

Large Hunter's Star Cheek Inlay, for Longrifles:
- #In-Star-5-B Large Hunter's Star, brass only $1.59
- #In-Star-5-S Large Hunter's Star, nickel only $1.79

Fancy Wing Inlay:
- #In-Wings-B Fancy Wing inlay, brass only $1.39
- #In-Wings-S Fancy Wing inlay, nickel only $1.79

Diamond Inlays, Brass or Silver:
- #In-Dia-1-B Diamond, brass only $0.85
- #In-Dia-1-S Diamond, nickel only $1.10

Hunter's Star Cheek Inlay, for Longrifles:
- #In-Star-4-B Eight Point Star, solid, brass only $1.10
- #In-Star-4-S Eight Point Star, solid, nickel only $1.59
- #In-Star-4X-B Eight Point Star, open, brass only $1.29
- #In-Star-4X-S Eight Point Star, open, nickel only $1.79
- #In-Star-7-B Pin Wheel star, brass only $0.85
- #In-Star-7-S Pin Wheel star, nickel only $1.10

Open Oval Frame, for Hunter's Star Cheek Inlay:
This inlay may be installed alone, surrounding our #In-Star-5 as shown, or surrounding our #In-Oval-5 oval inlay, shown at left.
- #In-Oval-5X Oval Frame for Star, brass only $1.79
- #In-Oval-5X-S Oval Frame for Star, nickel only $1.99